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QUESTION 1

You select the master data for production orders via production versions. 

Which information is contained in a production version? 

A. The explosion dates for the routing and BOM 

B. The routing and BOM alternatives to be used 

C. The default order type to be used 

D. The control parameters for selecting routings and BOM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to create a new material that - is kept in stock- is externally procured- is used as a component in the bills of
material for various final products- must not be sold directly. 

Which standard SAP material type do you use? 

A. NLAG (non-stock material) 

B. FERT (finished product) 

C. ROH (raw material) 

D. HAWA (trading good) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which Customizing element controls the determination of planned costs in production orders? 

A. Accounting type 

B. Costing variant 

C. Calculation procedure 

D. Settlement profile 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What data can be posted directly via the Plant Data Collection (PP-PDC) interface? 

A. Goods receipts 

B. Maintenance notifications 

C. Confirmations 

D. Goods issues 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The stock/requirements list for a finished product contains only one sales order and one fixed planned order with the
same quantity. The availability dates for both MRP elements are on working days. The availability date for the fixed
planned order is set to a later date than the one for the sales order. 

However, a corresponding rescheduling exception message does not appear. 

What could be the reasons? (Choose two) 

A. The delta between the availability dates falls within the tolerance window defined in Customizing. 

B. The fixed planned order is outside the rescheduling horizon. 

C. Requirements planning has not been carried out. 

D. The MRP elements are linked via fixed pegging. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

What features related to process orders can be used to fulfill Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) requirements?
(Choose three) 

A. Approved master recipes 

B. Digital signature 

C. Electronic batch record 

D. Availability check 

E. Resource selection 
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Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7

The master data for an in-house production process is to be set up in the SAP ECC system. To do this, you should
create a suitable routing that plans for five operations in an initial sequence (10, 20, 30, 40, 50). There should be an
option of relocating operations 30 and 40 to a second sequence on other work centers if there are capacity bottlenecks.
What sequence type would you use to create the second sequence in the system? 

A. Substitute sequence 

B. Alternative sequence 

C. Parallel sequence 

D. Standard sequence 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

For which of the following objects can you enter a confirmation? (Choose two) 

A. Work Center 

B. Production order operation 

C. Production order 

D. Trigger Point 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following elements do you have to prepare for costing of a production order to function without errors?
(Choose three.) 

A. Assign costing variants to order type. 

B. Propose a standard text key in work center. 

C. Assign a production scheduling profile to the material master (product). 

D. Enter formulas for costing in the work center. 

E. Use an operation control key with the indicator costing-relevant. 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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QUESTION 10

What could be a consequence of confirming an operation? 

A. The planned costs are updated 

B. The capacity requirements are updated 

C. The production order is rescheduled 

D. The actual costs are settled 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What are the names of the objects for process integration of production orders? (Choose two) 

A. Control recipes 

B. Work instructions 

C. PI sheets 

D. Control instructions 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

You use a planning time fence and fixing type 1. You receive a customer order with a material availability date within the
planning time fence. 

What do you have to consider in this scenario? 

A. Requirements planning considers only changes that are relevant for scheduling within the planning time fence. 

B. Planned orders are created within the planning time fence and automatically firmed by requirements planning. 

C. The MRP controller cannot create planned orders within the planning time fence. 

D. Planned orders that are created by requirements planning are shifted to the end of the planning time fence. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which function is supported by production orders? 
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A. Automatic selection of a work center at order release 

B. Automatic creation of transfer orders at order release 

C. Automatic reading of PP master data at order release 

D. Automatic printing of order documents at order creation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

When analyzing the SAP ECC order report for a planned order for a finished product, you discover that one of the
assemblies will not be available in time for the scheduled final assembly because of automatic forward scheduling. 

Which planning procedure do you use to create a feasible production plan from a requirements planning perspective? 

A. Total planning online 

B. Multi-level single-item planning with the "display material list" option 

C. Interactive single-item planning for the delayed assembly 

D. Multi-level single-item planning with the "simulation mode" option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following elements can be used in a process order? (Choose three) 

A. Process instructions 

B. Parallel sequences 

C. Relationships 

D. Suboperations 

E. Phases 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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